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raisin' the fist (APJU/LNS)
raisin
(ARM/LNS)
Many people have ashed what the
fist symbolizes. It is a symbol of
struggle by the people, for the
people. The fist stands for all the
people sticking together—together
tight like a fist. It means all
power to the people. All power to
the people. Black power to the
xoeople, brown po?/er
power to the
black people,
brown people, red power to red
people , yellow power to yellow peopeople,
peo—
pie,, and white power to white people
ple.. There can't bo one of these
ple
without all the rest. V/hite people
are not free if black people are
not free and black people are not
free if white people arc
are not free.
So it's ALL PO-JER
PO'./ER TO THE PEOPLE!
o
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OUR PURPOSE
freedom,, where it
To create freedom
does not exist
exist,, for ourselves and others.
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Since this seems to be the time
for exchanging awards, we think
Frank Humphreys deserves a special
Consistency Award. After submitting
his whatsit for issue no.
no, 9 of
"The Fixer,"
Fixer,"" he has been unable to
decide what he wants to call it.
Ho less than four times he referred
No
to it as an article, but now tells
us that it was REALLY a "Letter-tothe-Editor,"
the-Editor." We don't even HAVE an
editor, PrankI
Prank!
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Assistant
Professor
of
English
Assistant
James W.
V/, McClung, represented by
John 0.
C. Lowe, a cooperating attorney with the American Civil Liberties Union, won a continuance of
his case before the Faculty Grievance Committee Monday afternoon.
The committee will meet again on
Monday, April 6, at 4 p.m.
Mr. Alvin D. Edelson, who is
general counsel for Mr. HcClung,
McClung,
stated in a letter that he was
protesting that he had not been
given sufficient notice of the
Monday meeting.
meeting. He accused the committee
mmittee of
of "arbitrarily
''arbitrarily and
and capcap
riciously denying Professor McClung the right to counsel with
regard to the termination of his
employment at your College.EdelCollege." Edelson added that '"this
"this type of proceeding is precisely that which
the A.A.U.P.
A.A.U.P, attempts to preclude
and banish from the American academic sceno."
scene."
Edelson, who was notified of
the Monday hearing on Friday afternoon, said that he "could not
possibly prepare Professor
McClung's case, and obtain witnesHcClung's
ses, and meet other obligations on
that date on such short notice."
Unable to work out a compromise
date with the committee, Edelson
said, "I must say that in the
years that I have practiced law,
govern
both for the United States government, and in private practice, I
have rarely run into such high
handed proceedings,...
proceedings.... To
'o think
that members of a State University
could resort to devious methods to
get around the requisites of the
right of a faculty member to legal
representation is shocking to the
conscience. "
conscience."
Edelson had said earlier that
if he were unable to secure a continuance,, he "would have
nave no recourse but to recommend,
recommend , as a member
of the Board of Birectors
Directors of the
A.O.L.U.,
A.C.L.U., that appropriate action
be taken in the United States District Court for violation of Professor McClung's constitutional
rights."
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"America is
"Anerica
Is not al all a racist society in
In principle,
and only partially a racist
society in fact,"
fact."
—S,
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TOM PAINE SPEAKS

Anathv ve. Involve"cnt;
Involv rent:
A View fron the Inside
It's dylny
dyin.T out,
involvenent
Involvenent seens
to be approaching senility at Madison, regarded
recorded with disfavor and
alnost
not a little enbarrassnent,
almost
as If carInv
caring about acadenic
academic freedon
freedom
sonethine too radical to parwas something
ticipate in,
In,
people, when are you
going
colnc to realize that your voices
can be used for something
sonethine other
than nouthlnr;
mouthing doctrines that have
been drilled into
Into your brains for
years? when are you colnp
going to stop
crlplnc about the system and start
griping
doing
dolnc something
sonethlny to remedy the sit1'n sick of hearing
hearlnc "1
uation?
I'm
don't want to get Involved" or
"I'n only here to make crades,"
"I'm
grades,"
1 can sense the apathy in
i
In you,
people—it's present In the classpeople--lt's
rooms, hallways, snackbar, and your
faces.
Is It too much to ask that
you begin
becln to consider your place In
this school? and how much garbage
carbace
you take off the administration?
and maybe even that you are indiviIndividuals who could do sonethlnc
something to
better the conditions here???
yet
get
Involved^J
involved'.
S J college is not an assembly line for neat, well-ordered
brains—It's an experience in learbrains—it's
ning about those around you, and
the things which feed your ideals
and open up your minds,
as strange
as it
It may seem, you all are human
beings with the opportunity to
change and better the educational
chance
and social climate here,
so let's
get together and breathe some life
Into our apparently failing
into
fallln system
syste:
...and realize that we are together
,,.and
together,,
we are capable of changing
chancing this
climate of cowlike apathy, and that
In
we are all part of a society in
Innovation Is necessary for
which innovation
the Idea
idea of freedom to survive,
get into the demonstrations, contribute to the Fixer, and above
all keep your minds open,
when
they're
're closed, nothing gets in
In but
what you want to hear.
karl funk
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Is just "pathetic" with
Apathetic is
an "A" added on.

"It is
Is the violence which is
Is done
and threatened to our persons, the
destruction of our property by
armed force, the invasion of our
country by fire and sword which
conscientiously qualifies the use
of arms,"
1?76
1776
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Repression of academic freedom
freedomhas become a major issue on another Virginia campus during the past
week.
The National Education Association (NEA) has launched an investlcation of Hadford
vestlcatlon
Radford College in
response to complaints by faculty
members that Radford administrators "intimidate and infringe upon
the civil rights of the faculty
and stifle academic and political
freedom."
freedom,"
The result of the NEA probe was
a recommendation by the organization that Er.
Dr. Charles K. Martin,
Radford president for the last 18
The NEA inyears, be dismissed.
lnvestigator, Robert La Francois,
Francols,
stated that the basis for the
recommendation of dismissal was
Dr. Martin's "apparent
"appc rent inability
Er,
to maintain close rapport iwth
his faculty and constant meddling
in faculty affairs."
Dr. Martin has denied the
Er.
charges and stated, "I have always
defended academic freedom at Radford College and I will continue
to do so." (Sound familiar?) However recent student demonstrations
in support of the faculty position
prove that this statement is not
accepted by the Radford students.
—Signed by a strudent
who cannot reveal her nane
name thanks
to President Miller's latest
letter hone,
home to Mom and Ead.
Dad,
0
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Peacefully sleeps th~
tiu babythe night grows in depth.
The stars concentrate on the moon
trying to see her silver
silver' secret.
Harmony reigns, with silence as
its queen.
Stillness marks the dawn.
Only a portion of Mother Earth
larth is
in darkness.
The torrid red glow of the sun on
the horizon promises another day.
Day, the deeper of men's selfish
endeavers, covers the remainder
of the misty colored marble-Earth.
Can it be a mistakethat all men cannot feel the
safeness and restfulness of the
dark together?
Carol Good

TO PHILIP CATO
I wish I knew youj
you, Mr. Gate;
Cato;
after your last letter, I don't
know when you are "being straight.
I shall assume that your last version was the straight one, however
hov^ever
and reply with a qualified touche1
You caught me "being
being sarcastic, although I would question the amount
of bitterness involves
involvee in my com0
ment.
ment . I just thought that you were
a bit too critical of "Student CT"
' X
by accusing her of ignorance on
the basis of one viewpoint.
jM
r^v 'M
/Mw.?
Your conclusion that bitterness
breeds bitterness is quite valid,
' V M
rms\
M\
however. I think some of the fool/
Stv f V
vXA
ish bickering on our campus and in
■A
our newspapers (in which I have
\\
become one of the prime offenders)
is indicative of this. Unfortunat•fe:
7
ely, a bitter attack does not mer- f'/'
/■>■
A., N
v V,VV\\
V.v V
ely provoke a correspondingly bit- ■ r-y
/ y
x \\XNdN
/■ 't,.
\\ \\v\. ,>0•
w
ter reaction. The reaction does
v
ii v\v
vvv
\not merely propagate the bitter\\\PLANT
YAPLANT YOUR SEEDS NOW I11I
ness? it escalates it.
ness;
V
By Ed Grassplanter
When our entities or beliefs
LIBERATION News Service.
Service,
are attacked, we justifiably feel
threatened. Human nature forces
NEW YORK (LNS)—Spring is almost
us to react to this threat with a
upon us, and there is something w
curious kind of one-upsmanship.
all can do at this time of the
If you call me a bastard, I'll
year that takes very little effor
call you a bastard and a liar in
and can yield enormous results.
reply. You will react by calling
Those who smoke grass have a resme a bastard, a liar, and a thief.
ponsibility to the community to
By this point, we are merely reacplant'the seeds that come with th
ting to each other's reactions,
grass.
ana
and escalating the reactions and
I have done this for two years
escalating the bitterness. And,
now, and have been very favorably
favorably
although we are eventually saying
spying
impressed with the quality of grthings that neither of us believes,
ass that growth
growt. in the U.S., and
it is too late for either of us to
the ability of the plant to grow
retreat. We are trembling with
under a wide variety of condition
rage, unable to admit that the whwith no care.
ole episode is senseless and unThe earth belongs to the peop]
peopH
thinking ,
and grass can be planted in vacan
I suppose Jesus had this kind
lots, roadsides, parks, behind
lotsT
of situation in mind when he adfactories, under bridges, along
monished (perhaps implored?) his
the river, or, in short, any plac;
place
followers to "turn the other chefollower^
where tall weeds can grow unmolek." Common sense love should be
ested and there is plenty of suna way of life for the human race.
shine. It takes only about one
If it is not, the human race may
weeds
minute to pull up a clump of wee
dr.
destroy itself, for hate consumes
shake off the dirt from the roots,
the hater as much as the hated.
scatter i
# dozen seeds, throw some
Think of the
thj last time.
time YOU felt a
dirt over theM
them and split for anogenuine gut-deep hat,.;
hat,.? it was noa.—
neather spot. Hundreds, of such patrly impossible to live with, wasches can be planted in one spring
n't it?
afternoon, and if you return in
You and I know the effects of
the Pall after the
first hard
bitterness. They are graphically
frost, you will find that at leasi
illustrated all around us. Love
Sxeots will have
half of these spots
and UNDEPSTANUINU
UNDSPSTANPINU could
Could effect a
grassplants growing, anywhere from
reversal of these grievously self—
self6"
o" to 6.' in height. If you miss
destructive effects. But, of coua few;
few? the plant is likely to inrse, we may never know.
crease
its numbers the following
lewis H. Sword
Lewis
year. Imagine what will happen
(cent, page 4)

the fixer ......
(Seeds cent.)
if this practice hecomes
becomes widespre^
widespre*ad. Think of the pigs that will he
tied up looking for plants,. Grass
grows wild in some sections of the
U.S., and there is no reason why
your area can't he
be one of them,
unless you live in the desert, in
which case irrigation is necessary, If you plant in your area for
a few years, it is likely that
the plant will take hold within r.a
a
few years. The implications of
this need not he
be discussed.
discussed..
Although guerrilla planting is
the best
hest and safest and least time
consuming way to plant, even more
he secured
reliable results can be
from cultivating the plants, e.g.
watering in dry weather, adding
peatmoss to the soil, removing
weeds,etc. There are several good
booklets giving details on methods
at your local head shop. In any
case, plant after the last frost.
You should start saving seeds
long in advance;
advance | in fact jrou
you should save all seeds, as with increased government repression, future
supplies are uncertain. Make sure
those seeds get planted. To remove
the seeds from grass, pulverize
the grass in a large boxtop or
similar shallow container with your fingers. Tilt the container and
tap lightly. The seeds will roll
to the lowest corner. The ones
that don't roll readily are wrinkwrinkled, and probably won't grow. They
can be removed with a strainer. It
is best not to strain out all the
seeds, as the strainer will damage
the seeds.
Marijuana is not the revolution
it; |-t
pt is posor a substitute for it5
sible to get hung up on it that
one thinks it is. Although many
revolutionaries and movement people do not smoke grass, it helped
many of us drop a lot of shit from
our heads and is still helping
many captive people free their heads. It is part of our culture,
and something we are entitled to,
pigs notwithstanding. Joining the
plant-in is only a small action in
comparison with offing the pig on
dozens of more important fronts,
btill, participation in the plantin is a powerful weapon in the
fight to legalize marijuana. We
have the power to make anti- marijuana laws as irrelevant as a law
against ragweed. Do you have the
will to do your part ? SAYS
SAVE YOUR
SESDS N0W1
SE3DS
NOW I DLANT
1LANT THEM EVERYWHERE
THIS SPRING
SPRINGiI
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WHO TRANSLATED THE BIBLE?
"For aman...is
aman.,.is the image of glory of Godj
God; but the woman is the
glory of man. For the man is not
of the woman, but the woman of the
man. Neither was the man created
for the woman, but the woman for
the man." (1C0R. 11)
■
"Let the woman learn in silence
with all subjection. But I suffer
not a woman to tee-ch,
teach, nor to upsurp authority over the man, but
to be in silence." (ITim. 2)
SMASH MALE SUPREMACY I SMASH COCK
PRIVILEGE'.
(LNS)
0
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Question not
v-P
vl
—/V
They have said it is true
i • ' V-'
They
They
They
They
Obey

are messengers of Truth
have Wisdom
have Knowledge ,
will direct you
V3
Them

They will not
They will not
They will not
f,Ask not
It is not for

P
A
tolerate disobediance
disbelief
tolerate disbelief^
be questioned
/ ■
■ -V
A
(g/E
(g)
" <A»
you to know
Judy Reed
Heed
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Lemonade, you dirty Tuesday man,
go to hell and don,'
don.' t come back
unless you have your pants
down.
So he climbed the tree with his
pencil in his left hand;
hand| the
kaleidoscope reflected the
glory.
Red Baron, Invincible,
Invincible.
No opener needed, rainbow peacock
feathers, Gabriel's horn.
Ebbtide.
Reline those brakes, strawberries
over the hill, your dog needs
spanking.
Tic...Toe, the mouse comes down
the clock-back gutters.
His pencil wouldn't fit in his
right hand; he'll never see
Tuesday again.
again,
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall;
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.

environmental
ENVIRONMENTAL
Name withheld by request
B-ACH
E AC M
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"T/hat
"V/hat do we mean "by the national
security? ...To the founding fathers, as to us, the national security was more than the survival
survivsJL of
our citizens or the inviolability
inviolahilitjr
of territory. It was more than abundance and prosperity for the nation. It required us to maintain the
kind of society we were meant to "be
be
—strengthening union, enlarging
liberty, and extending justice to
all who made this their home,"
home."
Richard R,
R. Goodwin
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SOUTH KOREA;
SIMRAYS EROII TIE:
SUNRAYS
THE UNDERGROUND
SEOUL, South Korea (INS)—South
Korea's military dictatorship and
its American backers are engaged
in a desperate search for the
source of Sunrays,
Sunrays.
Sunrays—Haetbal in Korean—is
the title of an underground pam-'
pam-•
phlet published secretly somehow,
somewhere in Seoul,
Seoul. Sunrays makes
a strong attack on the U.S. occupation of South Korea, and speaks
favorably of Kim II Sung, the leader of the People's Democratic
Republic of Korea (North Korea),
Korea).
The pamphlet, printed in a revolutionary hide-out in Seotil,
Seoiil, the
South Korean capital, has been
widely distributed by mail in recent months, according to a report
by the Korean Central News Agency.
Agency,
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Recent news releases tell us
A
that Radford College shares a problem with
v/ith us. Students have demonI i -Wi
strated, faculty members have re^ 13
signed and the National Education
err
^
%
1&
ni)
Association has sent an investigatI ,
or to study
studjr the administration's
/■/
/ 'Ay
S/.
actions. All this has come about
due to the mere threat of dismissA
ing professors from their jobs
G
coupled 'with
with the withholding of
-V
r
annual faculty raises.
-S3-~
Some of the Radford professors
Hi'.I Kris Russell—I am^glad
Hi
am_glad your
have threatened to file suit (as
letter
came
out
when
it
did. I was
one has already done), alleging
just
going
to
write
about
the Dthat the administration has violatHall,
too.
But,
your
comments
are
ed their civil rights. This is in
of
more
importance
or
arc
are
more
remarked contrast to other professors
levant
to
all
of
the
students
here
who, according to the NEA investithan mine are. I work behind the
gator, are afraid even to speak
line
in the D-Hall and I wholefrankly concerning the situation.
heartedly
agree with what
v/hat you saidsaid.
The professors who have filed suit
I
have
to
apologize
to
you
though—
and those who will, however, could
the hair on your cake could have■
have•
establish an important judicial
been
mine.
I
am
more
careful
now,
precedent.
though.
V/hat
what is at issue on the campus
As I said, I agree with you, but
and in the courtroom all over this
I
also
want to ask the students to
country is the entire tenure sysdo
the
waitresses a favor. Don't
tem. The continued abuse of the
take
out
3rour grievances against
your
college administration's status as
D-Hall
the
on us. We don't cook the
an extra-legal institution through
food,
and
we
aren't often even
the capricious and arbitrary disproud
to
serve
it. So please don't,
missal of non-tenured professors
punish
ptmish
us
by
leaving
upside down
will at last be
bo tested in the
sugar containers and upside down
courts. It is an unhappy situation
that those professors that the stu- cups of water on the tables—they
are one hell of a mess to clean up.
dents feel can best toach
teach them are
Run
back and throw the mess at the
precisely the ones that are unaccdietician
if you want—but not one
eptable to the administrations.
of
the
nice
ones. Just don't purThe situation at Radford will
posely
put
crap
all over the tables
have a telling outcome. For, ultifor us to clean up. Thanks—from
mately, the courts, not the demonboth me and my sparkling white unistrations, will make the final
f orin,
orm.
decision.
decision,
_
Name withheld by request.
request,
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FELL PRESS AND PRESS CONTROLS
FREE
CONTROLS:
I would like to thank all those
IMPERIALIST VIEW
who contributed to last week's
Fixer. Without such donations, The
LIM, Peru (LRS)
LIMA,
(LNS)
Imperialist
Fixer would probably not exist here
America has always had a strange
at Madison. All of your contrabuconception of what constitutes
tions, be they pennies, nichels,
"free press,"
press." The official organs
or larger amounts, are gratefully
of the Latin American dictatorships,accepted. Remember, The Fixer is
for instance, or Franco Spain, are
the free voice of Madison College,
considered "free", although they
and your donations help to furare tightly controlled by the fasther the cause of free speech. My
cist regimes of these countries.
special thanks goes to the girl
In Uruguay, where newspapers are
who gave 500 toward this publicaforbidden to mention "Tupamaros"
tion, and to everyone else who
(Uruguay's urban guerrilla move"gave a damn."
ln appreciation
In
ment), bank robberies, or guerillas, the press is also considered
A
Worker for
%
i
"free," But in Peru, where a new
"free."
the Cause
1
military government with strongly
1
ki///
jHISlSH!
anti-imperialist overtones has
taken control, the U.S. has recently decided the press is "unfree."
We wish to let everyone know
Headlines in stright U.S. newsthat The Fixer is now being read
oapers proclaimed "Peru Generals
by the Commonwealth's Attorney,
Impose New Press Controls." The
President Miller suggested that he
lew "control" which an AP story says
might be interested in our paper.
will "tighten the government's
One scare tactic did not work, and
reins on publishers still further"
neither will this one!
states that every newspaper must
make a full column of space available in each edition for signed
0
stories of its staff members,
"...with a little help from our
regardless of whether it agrees
friends..."
with the views expressed.
Some of the workers on The Fixer
The new "control" is called the
are Judy Reed, Dean Brown, Debbie
"law of the journalist."
Darr, Mary Donohue, Dee Dee Eriksen, Les Hammond, Bruce King, Jean0
ne Impellitteri, Tina & Jay Rainey,
HEB, Chris Vuxton, Kaye Pulchine,
Karen Matthews, Mike Marsh, Sarah
4 •- > ■,•
Schaffner, Nancy Cox, Pat Ferguson,
Mariflo Stephens, Dennis Gregory,
o
Diane Ledger, James McDonald, Mariia i
lyn Miller, Sharon Hughes, Kathy
'if0^
Little, Cliff Hupp, Elaine Kirko
land, Mary Hicks, Mike Worniak, Bev
0
lo?
o?
i
Coley, Lynne Atkinson, Kathy Small,
I
Ed Johnson, Faith Harbeck, Barbara
\^Vi)
Js
u
A I
Fletcher, Peggy Green, Smilin' Jack.
Jack,
EVP-'
<5
Sue Bennett, Lewis H. & Mary Ellen
N
If
Sword, Rose Oglesby, Mark.Hoback,
Mark:Hoback,
^
m
Steve
Rochelle,
Dave
Bassler, Stwi s.
y
art
Shipe,
Karen
Patterson,
Elis,
*
A
,\
Kari Punk, Diane Eicher, Bill Phillips, Lee Rose, Jane Williams and
-m
■yOSYSi
G.T.M. (circulation).
'A.
VyW.'J
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